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Rare is the story that takes readers out of this world and into another. Rarer still the story that

captures heart, soul, and mind...leaving the reader forever transformed. This is that story. Dive deep

and enter the Circle. The Circle is an epic story of evil and rescue, betrayal and love, and terrorist

threat unlike anything the human race has ever known. It beings when a man named Thomas

hunter finds himself being chased down an alley after working the late shift atÃ‚Â a coffee house.

When a bullet grazes his head, he awakens in an entirely different reality. Now every time he falls

asleep, he wakes up in the other reality--and every choice he makes impacts the fate of two worlds.

At long last, all four novels in this groundbreaking series have been brought together in one

adrenaline-laced volume. Four novels. Two Worlds. One Story.Ã‚Â 
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I have read this series three times over the years and it just gets better every time. Ted Dekker has

a way of describing evil that is beyond belief, but he also is so very gifted in describing holiness and



love that transcends anything I've read in contemporary literature. A CS Lewis plus for the 21st

century .

I ordered this as a gift for someone and they were shocked to receive a large hardcover book more

than 2 inches thick! But they said it was very enjoyable, that the binding held up very well, the page

quality was high end paper. Great book, great product, great author!

He pulls you in and wow this was just as page turning thriller and characters are believable as

thomas Hunter series wow

If you've ever read the christian bible as a story instead of cult instruction, you'll recognize a lot of

the subtle undertones in the plot of this story.Ted Dekker really outdid himself with this set, IMO. I

was captivated for three solid days and did not put this down unless I was absolutely forced to.

Finishing brought the familiar "depression/emptiness" that one feels after a great book.

This is my fifth time reading this series, and each time is as exciting, spellbinding, breathtaking, and

both emotionally draining and fulfilling as the first time. I learn something new with each read. This

series has inspired me to seek a higher understanding of God. It inspires me to look inside myself

and see the good, the evil, the unknown. I recommend this series to anyone and everyone,

regardless of faith, or lack thereof. Read The Circle Series, the find the Lost Books and read them

as well. Dive deep. You will not be disappointed. Ted Dekker is most certainly a modern day

Prophet, sent to those like me, who question everything and accept almost nothing. His words have

changed my life.

This is a life-changing story, because it's an allegory of the real story. We are reminded throughout

these pages of the love that Jesus poured out for us, and that makes for a great read. The first three

books in the series are fantastic: not classic literature by any means, but very, very good."Green",

the fourth book, I felt was of significantly poorer quality. It was meant to be a mind-twisting circular

story tie, but it seemed like it just wasn't thought out enough. I think Dekker wrote it half a decade

after the first three, so it seemed like he just wasn't able to capture that fantasy universe the way he

did when he wrote the originals. As a whole, though, I had a lot of fun reading these four books.

Circles is a captivating fantasy with strong Christian symbols and allusions. It is more direct than



JRR Tolkein's "Lord of the Rings" but just as deeply meaningful. There are elements of syfi and

modern technology mixed with ancient world systems cast in a future 1000 years hence. While that

statement seems almost rediculous it is part of what makes the series so captivating (and stem

winding as you reset your clock/calendar to keep up with all the time travel).Circles is both wildly

entertaining and thought provoking but not as deeply (and to some dauntingly) philosophical as Lord

of the Rings.If you like syfi, if you like fantasy, if you like JRR Tolkein, if you like to explore values, if

you like any one of the foregoing you might enjoy Circles.

I originally bought the book "Black" by itself from Barnes and Nobles and instantly fell into the book

and found myself struggling to pull myself away. There was no slowly getting into the book. As soon

as I realized that they had all the books together I jumped at the chance to purchase it. Much to my

pleasure the rest of the series did not disappoint me. Every book had me guessing and wondering

what was going to happen next. I found my new favorite author.
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